Communications Report of the
Faculty Senate meeting on
2022-March-31
Written by Communications Officer Dr. Dirk Grupe
1. Meeting start: 15:45/3:45 PM
2. Approval of the Minutes of the March, 2022 meeting: Senator Grupe mentioned that
he alrady had sent two corrections of the minuted to Senate ADS Susan Perry, and he
made a motion to accept the minutes after corrections, seconded by Senator Chatham,
approved
3. Announcements (01:20): None
4. Presidents Report: No report, Dr. Morgan was not present
5. Provost Report: No report, Provost Norman had to attend an urgent meeting
6. Regent Report (Dr. Adams, 02:35): Regent Adams reported that the Board of Regents
had met this morning and that she will have a longer report during the April 07 Senate
meeting. She pointed out that the BoR discussed the 3% raises and a salary floor for
various positions.
Regent Adams then drew Senate’s attention to problems with legal issues and about demeaning of Faculty and Faculty Leadership. This document is added to the end of this
report. Regent Adams stated that we do not have shared governance on campus because
President Morgan does not recognize leadership outside his administrative control. Elected
faculty officials are only acknowledged if they endorse decisions by the president.
A particular problem Regent Adams pointed to was compliance with KRS 164.330. As she
had pointed out in the previous Senate meeting from March 03, this is not a legal issue
that suddenly came up, but this regulation had been in place for quite some time (The
issue here is that Faculty Regents used to get 1 course release per semester for their service,
but now General Council discovered that this is not in compliance with the regulation).
Faculty Leadership has pointed out various legal issues in the past. For example last
year faculty leadership pointed out a problem with a new pension regulation what would
have harmed several faculty if this had not brought to everybody’s attention by faculty
leadership.
Regent Adams then pointed out to a letter by General Council dated June 22, 2017 (see
copy at the end of this report) where General Council stated what their determination
of the role of Faculty Senate is. In summary the letter says that Faculty Senate is not
a service to the University. This goes back to previous President Andrews who planned
to sue the Senate Executive Council. This was when the Executive Council learned that
the University General Council was working together with the private attorney of former
President Andrews. The problem, as pointed out by Regent Adams, is not an issue of the
past but the opinion that Senate is not University duty is still the administrative practice
and it is shown each Senate meeting when President Morgan is not present (like today
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again). The president continues not to fulfill his obligation to meet with the Executive
Council which is an obligation in the Senate Constitution which has been vetted by General
Council and approved by the Board of Regents. The President is not performing his duties,
because the office of the president does not determine this to be important. In addition
the president has stated multiple times that Senate does not represent faculty and the
faculty will. This is also the reason why the president works with ”focus groups” and
works outside the established structures of Shared Governance. Even though the Senate
body is 20% of the entire full time faculty body, the president believes that this is not
represent faculty as a whole.
Regent Adams also pointed out that the institution can not be accredited without representative bodies and the pointed out that in the SACS-COC report the evidence of Shared
Governance was the work Senate did. Regent Adams said that this is somewhat surprising
how things get delayed etc at this administrative office, but then can be handed to an external accreditor with out any problems. Regent Adams reminded Senate that everybody
was happy when President Morgan came on board, in the same way as people are happy
now to work with Provost Norman. Regent Adams pointed to a white paper written by
the 2016/17 Executive Council (see attachment) in which problems at the University were
described but also solutions were articulated and how faculty were willing to work with
the new president. The faculty leadership at the time, Chair-elect Hare as well as Faculty
Regent Pidluzny met with the president many times. Regent Adams draw attention to
the fact the Regent Pidluzny left and many other young faculty have left because of the
actions of the office of the president. She also mentioned that the only reason why the
University is in compliance with Kentucky Open Records Request is because of faculty
leadership.
Regent Adams asked what the situation is now after 5 years in? We still have compliance
issues. Administrative action does not endorse that work on Senate work is work for the
University which is evident by the fact that Senate actions and resolution are ignored,
redirected of rejected. We still have to do annual reviews and follow a 50% rule. Provost
Norman has done his best to get things of his desk, but so did Provost Albert and initially
Provost Russell. However, we are in cycle where administrators are deemed disposable. We
need faculty to work with Senate and Senate to work with administrators who are willing
to work with us. However, Regent Adams reminded Senate that Senate has worked over
the last three years to address solutions for the same problems over and over again, like
FYS, annual evaluations and diminishing faculty lines. This is not because these problems
can not be solved or nobody can come up with a solution. FYS is a good example. A
solution was found with Provost Albert, but then he stepped down. The Senate worked
with the new Provost Russell and then he stepped down. Now we are starting again with
Provost Norman. The same story with annual evaluations, which many administrators
do not wish to do either because it is extra work for them. The same with faculty lines,
which administrator does not want new lines in their unit? Faculty has worked in good
faith and demonstrated Shared Governance. However all these efforts are stopped by only
one office, the office of the president, and that is why we do not have Shared Governance.
The recent ruling on the Regent’s position is another example of restraining and penalizing
faculty action. It is the Presidents displeasure with the Regent and Senate. Regent Adams
asked what might be the solution to move forward. Some voices on campus suggest, just
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wait the President out, however, this is not a solution, because we are having problems
now and a holding pattern will not work. This would also mean that the President can
wait it out and nothing gets done. Misinformation is another problem here. For example the provost was told that it has been practice to have a confidentiality agreement,
however, everybody on campus who has been here for 5 plus years knows that this is not
the case.What this confidentiality agreement does is that all hiring decisions go to the
President. The President has also waited out a series of elected leaders. Now we are at
point where we are promised a faculty line if we are willing to sign away out rights by a
legal document that that not guarantee whistle blower protection. But will that faculty
line be there at the end? And Regent Adams asked that if you have any doubt that this
happens on campus, well, talk to Math, Physics, Art, Agriculture, Music, Imaging Science,
or Psychology for example. This has happened and it will continue to happen. And there
is no guarantee for retaining new faculty. This is the same reason why Senator White is
basically forced to sign the document because the department is is urgent need of new faculty. Why do they need to hire new faculty, Regent Adams asked. Not Psychology drove
them away, by the micro-management of the President did. He got involved into funded
research and the President put on conditions and restraints on the research. Several your
faculty have left. Again Jonathan Pidluzny left right after he got tenure. We can not hold
on to people (see below).
Regent Adams also warned Senate that there is no guarantee that academic programs
remain under faculty control. The President after all controls the budget, which he should,
that’s his role. But do we really think we are in control once we get the money. Remember
we are not in control of 3 hours of academic credit either. The President has shifted faculty
into new areas and roles. Chairs and Associate Deans have not ask to have the president
coming out with tenure lines but with candidate names already attached to them. A
chair in the College of Science (Joyce Stubbs, formerly in Agriculture) did not asked to
be demoted and moved to even a different college although there are enough people in
the college to teach the classes. The president is treating faculty in the same way as he
has treated staff. This only fits one narrow focus of the president which is only debt
reduction. What is missing here is respect, respect for the faculty by moving chairs and
faculty around and by defaming faculty and representatives in closed door meetings. We
also know that Sue Tallichet was accused of defaming an administrator after talking on the
Senate floor( in November last year). Is this the same as making a statement about that
Senate is laughing at from West Virginia to Western Kentucky, which is what the President
has stated. This is a behavior in which faculty and their representatives are treated like
children instead of professionals which whom he could collaborate with. This is a very
sad situation that Regent Adams hopes that this pattern can be broken. The University
needs everyone, good staff, good faculty, and good administration working together, which
is not what we have right now. The only thing what we can do is to collectively work
together and support our elective representatives. We do not have shared governance with
the office of the President. We need to speak, otherwise only one voice speaks and that
tramples on us and our rights.
7. Staff Congress Report (Halisha Tuerk, 26:10): Vice-Chair Tuerk said that Staff Congress
did not meet yet and she has not received any other report from Chair Flora.
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8. SGA Report: (Kelton Crank, 27:00): The new SGA Representative is Kelton Crank.
His report was postponed to a later time during the meeting due to technical issues.
9. Executive Council Committee Reports: (27:40) The Executive Council had several
items to discuss:
 President Long was asked by the President to serve on a search committee to find a
new person for the General Council.
 The floor was the given to Senator Dunman to talk about hiring practices. Senator
Dunman joint the University in 2017 first as a VAP and he has been on tenure track for
the last 4 years. He is a year short of tenure. However, he will be leaving (see above)
and he announced this to his associate dean in January with the hope that they would
start a search immediately to find a replacement. He himself was approached by the
executive director of the Kentucky Commission on Human Rights by the end of last
year and he was recruited to be the new attorney for this agency. Senator Dunman
stated that he was very reluctant to leave the University. He loves the University
and he loves teaching. This has been easily the best job he ever had. However, his
salary is the only salary that his family has and on a $55000 Morehead income it is
impossible to buy a house. Senator Dunman made sure that Associate Dean Dianna
Murphy got his letter of resignation in due time at the beginning of January, because
he knew that you need to get a search committee going as soon as possible and from
previous experience on a search committees he knew how this works and how long it
takes. The Legal Studies department is currently 3 faculty for about 80-90 majors.
They feed students into the para-legal professions as well as into law schools and
Senator Dunman gave examples how successful these students are being placed into
law schools. This is a big job feeding program. So Senator Dunman anticipated that
this would be easy and there would be an immediate search because the program at
least needs three full time faculty, otherwise the core classes can not be covered. The
program is ABA approved and it has to follow specific curriculum guidelines. All
faculty have to be licensed attorneys with at least 5 years of experience. However,
Senator Dunman heard nothing until he asked Associate Dean Dianna Murphy at
the beginning of March what’s going on and the answer was that the department had
not received the approval yet. This is an existing tenure-track line which is not new,
it is budget neutral. Dean Davison was suppose to have a meeting with the upper
administration, but even after the following weeks nothing happened. After weeks and
weeks of this Senator Dunman was the finally told that every search committee had
to be individually approved by the President. He looks at every single position and
approves it (or not) on a case by cases basis. It is now the end of March/beginning of
April and no approval yet. Every passing week makes it more and more difficult to hire
somebody. It is already a difficult sell to find somebody with 5 years of experience in
practicing law to take a significant pay cut to come here. Maybe some public defender
or a prosecutor can make the move, but most likely not an experienced attorney. This
is an excellent program that is 6 point from perfect, which is comparable to Harvard
or Yale!. We need professors who care and are willing to teach, but who also bring in
the experience. This makes it harder and harder for a search committee to even have
somebody committed to come to Morehead. They had a failed search a few years
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ago. People like the job description, but when it comes to the salaries offered they
say no and leave. The ABA report is due this year and as Senator Dunman pointed
out he is also the advisor for 90 students plus 15 for pre-law, for which he receives
one course release, so he still has to teach 3 classes plus the usual service. Senator
Dunman is concerned about what is going on. It can not be the budget, we are in
good shape and just the other day was an announcement in an increase in funding
for Higher Education. What is concerning that the successful program like this one
with an excellent track record is not an automatic rehire. Even programs like Legal
Studies which are growing do not get their positions approved and filled. This is a
worse situation than in the past because now they do not even get a search going.
Regent Adams mentioned that Legal Studies was given a few years ago an instructor
they did not asked for which is another thing we are concerned about. She also
pointed out the English had lost 6 positions and was not allowed to rehire any of
them. What we have also seen is that an administrator hires somebody, but then
they become fractionalized and have to teach. This is what happened to Jaqueline
Graves who was hired as the Board secretary who was then handed over to Legal
Studies with them having no say in it and she then shifted over the business law.
The wait the Legal Studies experiencing now maybe planed. Today the Board of
Regents voted Jane Fitzpatrick in as their new secretary, because Jaqueline Graves is
leaving the University and starting a new job at NKU. It could well be that whoever
the president hires in the new lawyer position will then be teaching half time in
Legal Studies over which no faculty will have a say. Regent Adams also mentioned
that we have seen this before e.g in accounting where the internal auditor had to
teach accounting classes which is much cheaper then what an Assistant Professor in
Accounting is paid.
Senator Grupe remarked that what we had heard from Senator Dunman is following
the same pattern that Senator Finch and he had described in their departments in
previous meeting that faculty lines are on the president desk and like in his Physics,
Earth Science, and Space System Engineering geology is cut and the program possibly
dying. Fortunately the search for the physics position was approved and Physics had
interviews this week. However, if this search fails Physics will be in big trouble.
Senator Grupe also pointed out that it will be difficult having a search do late in
the year. April is not ideal and for a lawyer coming to a position in the middle of
nowhere for $55000 is basically impossible.
Senator Finch pointed out that in Arts they had the same problem in Graphic Design.
They have to pull somebody in here who is making twice as what we can offer. If they
get somebody then this is great, because they really want to be here. Senator Finch
then said that they were told that they could hire, but for $5000 less than what they
could offer previously. So they have a person who is still interested from the previous
search, but now they have to offer $5000 less. Senator Finch was very concerned
about the number games.. We always have to show the recruitment and retention
numbers, but having a growing department with shrinking faculty is never going to
work. She pointed out that recruiting in Arts and Music is very hard because you
are recruiting students on very specific skills which makes this very time consuming.
Plus there is nobody who will be able to cover a class. It is a huge amount of work
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to do the recruitment with fewer and fewer faculty and if/when students get here
there is nobody here to cover the classes. The concerning part about ”showing the
numbers” is that we can grow a department but we do not have the people anymore
to serve the students in that department.
Senator Morrison congratulated Senator Dunman on his new job and said that it is
really fantastic how he cares about the program and the students. It should however
not be his job to find a replacement for him. Senator Morrison stated that we are
suffering a crisis of leadership and management at this institution. Many of us do
not have confidence in the current administration. It is not his job to fix that. Just
go and be happy, make more money, be fulfilled and buy a house.
Senator Dunman responded that this is a national trend that we are in a state of
permanent austerity where the University can only shrink. The ideal University is
one without students or faculty, just the president with a football team. He saw the
same trend when he was working at UofL as staff, pretty buildings, but nobody inside
to work in them. It is very troubling and concerning. Senator Dunman emphasized
again that this position here at Morehead had been the most rewording in his life
and he feels sad leaving this place. He also pointed out that the faculty here, with
their experience and their passion for teaching deserve much much more than what
they get paid here.
President Long closed the discussion by saying that we are facing a bleak road with
certain parts of the administration.
 President Long passed along the resolution of the Russian war in Ukraine to the
Provost who passed it to the President. President Long got a response from President
Morgan thanking him for sending the resolution, but there is nothing he can do about
it. President Long’s hope was that this resolution was a relatively low hanging fruit on
something we could work together on because it does not require any action. President
Long does not know what President Morgan’s concerns about this resolution are, but
this is very disappointing.
 (49:20) The next item was a discussion on the CPE review. Regent Adams mentioned
that this is an issue brought up by Senator Sharp who was travelling at the time of
the meeting. This CPE review is new for this year which is an annual requirement
by CPE. The review template is available (https://www.cpe.ky.gov/policies/
academicaffairs/programreviewpolicy.pdf). The review asks about the program,
the CIP code and similar what we did with Grey Associates state if the program is
sustainable or if it should be sun setted and a couple of sentences for justification.
However, now in week 11 we are given a CPE report that is very long (see attachment).
There are several elements in this review template given from the University which
faculty is not even empowered to respond to. For example one of the questions
ask about efficiencies and how to address this with scheduling. Faculty however is
not allowed to schedule. However, faculty members are suppose to come up with
that. Or other example like first year programs and retention. A single program can
not respond to these questions. these are larger issues. What we really need is an
institutional vision. This is a lot of work put on us with no mandate from CPE,
basically the 50% rule all over again. Regent Adams said we probably need a facultywide response to there elements and she suggested that the Executive Council could
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draft some boiler plate responses that would save faculty a lot of time.
Senator Hare responded that he or his department have not seen this yet, but he is
sick of new administrative paperwork requirements and he would appreciate anything
that would minimize this. Regent Adams remarked that this review is due on April
12 and that there is another report due on April 25.
10. Executive Council Subcommittee Reports:
 Academic Issues: (54:40): Vice Chair Senator Hassan reported on behalf of the
committee. The committee met the previous Thursday together with SGA President
Emily Wiley and Vice President Kelton Crank in order to talk about the SGA proposal for reading days. The first proposal is to have no exams etc during the last
two days of the week before finals. The other proposal was to have no exams on the
Monday of finals week. The first option is the prefered option by the provost and
the registrar. The committee discussed this in great detail. The first option was the
least favorable for the committee due to severe problems this will cause for any course
that has labs and also for the Music program. Another issue raised was that often
assignments which can be done anytime during the semester are due on the last day
of classes and student typically wait until the deadline. Moving this deadline forward
will also cause confusion among the students. The question in the committee was also
what students would do with the time and if they would just skip classes. The second
option will cause students having possibly more than two exams per day. In addition
an alternative could be to move the move out day or to have the semester start early
by two days. Overall the committee liked the idea of a ”dead day”, but thinks that
it needs further discussions with SGA. The committee asked SGA to research other
institutions to see what their options are.
The committee also discussed the 50% rule. Senator Boram suggested to look at the
program outcomes and not the lectures. The outcomes have been already established
and for an outcome approach it does not matter it does not matter how that contents was delivered. The programs then have to meet the outcomes. The committee
suggested to invite Associate Provost Dr. Couch to discuss this option.
 SGA report (1:02:30) SGA Representative Kelton Crank was now able to give his
report. He introduce himself as the current Chief of Staff of SGA. They had their
executive elections the previous evening. Chloe Marstiller was elected President and
Kelton Crank was elected as Vice-president. SGA Representative Crank said he is
looking forward to work with Faculty Senate. SGA Representative Crank then gave
an update on the Apple Awards, which are a chance for students to recognize faculty
who had an impact on their career. Faculty who were nominated should have received
a nomination by now. Otherwise SGA is working on a bill to getting animal bones
to the library. SGA Representative also commented on the discussion SGA had with
Academic Issues Committee. It is planned to meet with Academic Issues again at
their next meeting.
 Evaluations: (1:05:20): Senator Kmetz on behalf of the Evaluation Committee
reported that they had not met and that there is no report.
 Faculty Welfare & Concerns (K. Kaufman, 1:06:00): The committee had several
items to discuss:
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– The committee has made several minor revision to PAc-30 and is presenting it
today for vote. In summary, if the president does not allocate at least 25% of
fund for raises by January 01 to merit pay raises no faculty evaluation will take
place. Senator Grupe said that we had several discussions on this paragraph in
particular concerning the January 01 date, but we need to set some date and he
made a motion to accept PAc-30 which was seconded by Senator Hare. There
were no further discussion and the motion passed.
– The committee is working also on an amendment of PAc-27 that would allow for
a fast-clock tenure and promotion. The committee used language from UK and
adjusted for our purposes. This is a lengthly document and Senator Kaufman
will pass the draft PAc to President Long to be posted on the Blackboard site
to look at and the document will be discussed during our next meeting. Senator
Chatham asked for a short summary of the proposed changes. Senator Hare
commented that he took the UK document for tenure and simplified it so there
is an option for an individual to go up for tenure before the 6th year. It lays out
the process that n individual applies for early tenure and if approved to submit
the portfolio. It also discusses the consequences for success or not. Senator
Morrison was wondering what the difference between fast tenure and the old idea
with ”years towards tenure” is which can be negotiated during the employment
process. Senator Hare explained that the idea is that a faculty member who is
productive and active in teaching and service can make the request to move up
in their career more rapidly. They do not have to come in with any additional
years when they are hired, it is simply a request for an early tenure prior to the
6th year. Senator Sharp addressed senator Morrison’s question by adding that
this is also a retention tool for very talented faculty who otherwise may leave the
institution.
– Another issue discussed was cheating which the committee wants to work together
with academic issues. In summary, if a student is caught cheating and there is
still time to withdraw then the student can withdraw from the class and there
will be no further investigation as long as they are not a repeated offender.
– The last item discussed was on the Title IX training. The question from several
faculty was why do faculty has to do this again given that the training is identical
to the training we had to do two years ago. The committee was looking into the
reasoning why this is required again. President Long said he had a discussion
with the Provost who had the same question about the reasoning for repeating
the same canned training. President Long also said that he is not convinced that
if somebody wants to sexually harass somebody that this clickable training would
stop them. Senator Brigham confirmed that the training were the same. However
he found the training very useful to remind himself of the procedures if a student
comes to a faculty member and reports an harassment incident. He thinks that
the purpose of this training is simply for insurance purposes so the University
can not be sued for negligence. The training is not so much about faculty and
sexual misconduct, which is also part of it, but the mart is training to detect if
something is wrong with a student. Senator Brigham added that he bets that if
all of us would take the test with the knowledge from two years ago that half of
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use would fail. President Long responded that this type of online training is not
good educational practice. He pointed out if something should go into the long
term memory then it requires practice and it has to be also deeply meaning for to
you. Regent Adams expressed that we are doing this for compliance to check off a
box, but not really addressing students problems. Regent Adams also remarked it
could be for record keeping as well, because there might be a problem with record
keeping. Senator Finch also reminded Senate that the Green Dot Bystander
training is available again and if you want to have a rich experience you may want
to consider going with that (https://www.moreheadstate.edu/greendot).
Senator Boram stated that he contacted HR about the online training and he was
told that you actually have to do the training because it is a federal requirement
that needs to be done every two years.
 Governance:: (J. Fintch, 1:25:20) Senator Finch reported that the committee did
not meet the previous week, but did meet prior to Spring Break with Provost Norman
in order to discuss the procedures for ad hoc committees. A good idea is to bring
requests for ad hoc committees directly to Senate. In this way it is transparent and
not just some administrator picking some faculty. Senator Finch remarked that the
meeting with Provost Norman was very productive.
The Faculty Interest Survey has been launched and it will remain open until April
05. The committee still has to look at department list so no more then one senator
from one department is placed into a committee. Senator Finch also mentioned that
right now 30% of the faculty had participated in the survey so far.

11. General Council Report (J. Finch; 1:28:50) Senator Finch as president elect and with that
being on the GenEd Council reported that there were two meetings in March. The Faculty
co-chair of the Council is Mark Graves. There will be a new director of assessment with
the start date of April 15. A person is offered the job, but that information is classified.
Another change is that Lora Pace is stepping down as well as FYS director.
Another issue brought up is the sampling of assessments. Last Fall was a pilot study to see
how things go. The idea here is to sample through different SLOs each semester and these
SLOs will be on a rotation. Thus means that not every GenEd course will be sampled
every semester. Courses for this Spring have been identified. It will be a 2 year cycle. I
was also discussed that faculty who assess the same SLOs want to have some discussions
how they assess the SLOs. Senator Grupe remarked that two of his courses/segments were
selected for assessment last Fall, but the segments with the smallest number of students
were picked. This was not statistically relevant. It would have been better to pick those
segments with the highest number of students.
Senator Taylor asked why she wasn’t ppicked yet although she is the only person teaching
a courses that is a GenEd course. Senator Finch clarified that a faculty is only picked if
the SLOs in that GenEd course are in the cycle for that semester. There is a calendar
when which SLO will be assessed. Senator Taylor also brought up the questions about the
Eagle Scholars because she is the coordinator for languages. She was told that if any Eagle
Scholar were to be sampled then she would be informed and she has to reach out to record
and submit the results. Senator Finch responded that she will find out more about it. The
idea of the new assessment is that every course taught still assesses the SLOs, but only
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during specific years the SLOs are actually reported. Senator Fintch suggested that we
may want to invite Council Co-Chair Mark Graves to go over the procedure. It will also
be good to have the SLO calendar posted on our webpage. Regent Adams suggested that
there should be a forward facing webpage that has all the important information available.
12. New Business: none
13. Old Business: (01:39:50) Senator Grupe gave an update on the webpage update that he
has not received any suggestions from faculty. He reminded senators that some still have
not submitted a photo and are still represented by a picture of Beaker.
14. Motion to adjourn the meeting by Senator Hassan, seconded by Senator Chatham, motion
passed.
The meeting adjourned at 17:27/5:27 PM.
15. The next Senate meeting will be on April 07, 2022.
16. The recordings of the meeting can be found at https://moreheadstate.webex.com/
webappng/sites/moreheadstate/recording/096e30d29359103ab3ec005056819aa3/playback
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Demeaning Faculty Leadership and Faculty
Shared governance does not exist on campus because the office of the president does not
recognize leadership outside of direct administrative control. Elected faculty representatives
are only acknowledged if they can be used to endorse presidential decisions. Communication is
literally a unidirectional live stream.
This institutional imbalance can only be corrected by collective faculty action that supports
elected leaders and champions administrative officers working in the spirit of true shared
governance.

The pattern of “legal” decisions regarding faculty leadership
The General Counsel’s sudden concern for what is perceived as compliance with KRS 164.330 is
neither a necessary institutional corrective nor an isolated incident that affects only a particular
person. It is the latest example of the office of the president selectively defining what is
considered “acceptable” faculty participation in university governance.
Were legal considerations the primary impetus here, the General Counsel would have already
calibrated MSU practices with the policies of sister institutions and considered the invaluable
work faculty leaders at MSU have done to guard our institution from legal liability (see the
appendix on pg. 4).

Historical context for legal determinations of faculty governance
The institutional determination of the role of elected faculty leadership has not changed since
the General Counsel outlined a legal opinion of the function of Faculty Senate in a letter dated
June 22, 2017.
In this letter, the General Counsel avers
The Faculty Senate is a recognized group organized for the purpose of faculty
representation and participation in shared governance. However actions of the Faculty
Senate are not taken on behalf of the University and are not actions by the University
itself. Likewise the actions of individual members of the Faculty Senate are not actions
performed in course of their regular duties on behalf of the University.
Unwilling to advise the Executive Council on the institution’s response to the litigation the
previous president was claiming he would levy against members of the Faculty Senate for
discussing the possibility of a legally allowable vote on the Senate floor, the General Counsel
stated: “representation is not provided to employees acting outside of the scope of their
duties.”
This opinion comports with current administrative praxis:
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The President does not attend Senate meetings and has not fulfilled his obligation to meet
with the Senate’s Executive Council. He repeatedly questions the ability of Senate to
adequately (and accurately) represent faculty will, and has made a concerted effort to work
outside of established structures of shared governance, even though
o the membership of Senate comprises roughly 20% of our dwindling faculty
population (so it is a truly representative body),
o the President demands strict adherence to his own “chain of command,” comprised
of hand-selected appointees,
o the institution cannot be accredited without a functioning representative body of
faculty (see SACSCOC standard 10.4), and
o the institution’s own evidence for compliance with standard 10.4 is Senate records—
so the actions of the very body the higher administration seeks to work around was
presented to external reviewers as proof of shared governance.

Faculty leadership alone cannot break this destructive pattern
Faculty leadership tried to break this destructive pattern in 2017 by welcoming new
presidential leadership and committing to working collaboratively with the president’s office.
Specific steps taken in Fall 2017:
• Members of the 2016-2017 Faculty Senate Executive Council presented the new
President with a white paper that charted a productive path forward for a collective
future.
• The Faculty Senate Communication Officer provided the new President with an outline
of the institution’s deviation from normal practices for open records request.
• The Chair-elect of Senate and newly elected Faculty Regent had a series of meetings
with the President to address the General Counsel’s determination of the “university”
status of Faculty Senate.
Results at 6-8 months of collaboration:
• Leaders were given verbal assurances that Senate work was university work. There
was no formal codification of this assurance (which is why this 2019 query exists).
• State-mandated information regarding records requests was eventually added to the
university website.
Results 5 years in:
• Compliance remains an issue, as faculty and staff continue to encounter new rules,
regulations, or practices to conform with what they are told are external constraints.
• Administrative practice has not endorsed the notion that Senate work is university
work. Senate actions are subject to long periods of purported administrative review
and are ignored, redirected, or rejected.
• Shared governance remains elusive as the issues outlined in the white paper remain.
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Breaking the pattern requires a new path for all faculty
Senate has spent 3+ years proposing and re-proposing the same solutions to FYS, annual
evaluations, and the need to replenish diminished faculty ranks not because these issues are
irresolvable, nor because faculty have been unable secure administrative buy-in, but because
the office of the president has blocked, delayed, and redirected all faculty action, including the
action that was crafted in concert with administration below the presidential level.
The recent “ruling” regarding the regent position is just the latest instance of the office of the
president using “legal” determinations to restrain and covertly penalize independent faculty
action. (This “ruling” conveniently follows the President’s stated displeasure with the Regent
and Senate itself.)
If faculty wish to forge a different future, they must take a different path forward.
“Waiting this president out”—the “solution” being proffered across campus—is no solution at
all. The benefits of waiting, like the protections of a confidentiality agreement, accrue in the
highest office. The current president has successfully “waited out” a series of elected faculty
leaders while cycling through four different provosts in five years, and now the precondition for
the presidential promise of a hiring line is a compelled faculty compliance through a “legal”
document that does NOT guarantee:
• whistleblower protections (either state [KRS 61.102] or federal [EEOC])
• committees will be able to offer administratively approved candidates the job
advertised (budget/“accreditation” concerns will still ‘justify’ pivots to contingency)
• departments/schools will be able to retain new hires (current presidential leadership
manages decline via attrition; there is no concern for retention or growth)
• academic programs will remain under faculty/disciplinary control (the current president
has already shifted faculty into new areas/roles, and the “legal” protection of a
confidentiality agreement provides further cover for the fractionalization of faculty and
faculty administrators and the use of PAc-26)
It also does not guarantee respect. The president has defamed faculty representatives in
closed-door meetings and stated his belief that people from western Kentucky to West Virginia
are “laughing” at Senate. The office of the president’s demeaning approach to faculty is one of
coerced containment, not committed collaboration.
Faculty can break this destructive pattern, and work collectively toward a better institutional
future, if they visibly and vocally support their elected representatives and refute the fiction
that sustained faculty struggles to overcome unwarranted opposition are “shared governance.”

Demeaning
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Appendix:
Our institution has a history of belatedly discovering compliance problems after elected faculty
leaders attempted to productively intervene and provide solutions. A number of these belated
discoveries have involved substantive issues that would have adversely affect employee
remuneration and university finances. Left unaddressed, these could have led to serious legal
liability for the institution:
Administrative
action

Legal problem/
Liability issue

Faculty action to forestall issues
and solve problems

Faculty Furlough (2016)

Furloughing faculty was not
legally possible—this point was
raised by the Faculty Senate
Chair, the only faculty member
allowed to attend the closedsession “Budget Taskforce”
meetings.
While the Board of Regents
bylaws clearly empower the
president of the university to
handle debt (c.f. section 12.2.c),
the “Morehead State University
Board of Regents Audit
Committee Charter” (Adopted
June 10, 2010), included in the
bylaws, actually codified the very
categorizations the
administration wished to negate
with the new “Fiscal Officer”
designation. The proposed action
in the September 24, 2020 BOR
agenda, which relied on the
authority of the current bylaws,
thus implicitly affirmed the very
designation it sought to redress.

After the public announcement of the furlough,
the Faculty Regent and full Senate expressed the
legal concerns the Senate Chair had voiced in the
closed “Taskforce” sessions. Prior to this
announcement, faculty leaders provided a range
of suggestions for addressing the budget
shortfall.
The Faculty Regent raised concerns in advance of
the BOR meeting and during the meeting itself.
The administration present at the 9/24/20
meeting provided no substantive clarification
and allowed the vote to proceed after another
BOR member accused the Regent of
“filibustering.” An overview of the concerns and
this exchange is available in the 10/01/20 report,
given on the Senate floor.

Designation of “Fiscal
Officer” for the
purposes of debt
restructuring (2020)

“Compensation Plan”
(2021)

The state pension system
changed the method for
calculating retirement income
shortly before the
administration’s “Compensation
Plan” was unveiled in 2021. The
employees at the state system
(TRS) who worked with MSU
accounts did not share our
institution’s interpretation of the
changes TRS had enacted.

After the 9/24/21 BOR meeting, the CFO
requested a meeting with the Faculty Regent. In
that meeting, the Regent again explained the
concerns to both the COF and the GC. The CFO
eventually presented a revision of the BOR
bylaws at the August 19, 2021 BOR meeting. 11
months after the official vote internal
regulations were finally aligned with the
“designation” action.
After the Faculty Regent presented
documentation of current TRS employees’
understandings and applications, the Senate
discussed the divergent interpretations and
requested formal clarification. In response, the
President contacted officials on the TRS board to
elicit a specific ruling that would accommodate
his compensation plan. Had faculty leadership
not intervened, employees retiring in the near
future would have been subject to decreases in
their retirement incomes.

The pattern: elected faculty leaders were barred from important conversations and had to
overcome opposition to even propose solutions to collective problems.

To:
Dr. Jay Morgan, the new President of Morehead State University
From: The Executive Council of the 2016-17 Faculty Senate*
*Note: Drs. Chris Cottingham and Greg McBrayer have resigned from the
university because they were offered academic positions with greater career
opportunities elsewhere. Dr. Sandra Riegle, who resigned from the Executive
Council in June 2017, did not participate in the drafting of this paper. Although
Drs. Cottingham and McBrayer are no longer employed at MSU, they wish to
sign this white paper because they believe that true collaboration between faculty
and administration can create a climate that fosters the success of both students
and faculty, even in trying economic times. They earnestly hope that a new era
will bring greater stabilization to the institution, and hence offer an inducement
for committed junior faculty to stay.
RE: Challenges that offer opportunities for successful collaboration
Date: July 11, 2017

The Executive Council of the Faculty Senate believes that MSU is at a critical juncture in
its history, and as faculty and officers of the Senate are ready to work with new
leadership to move the institution forward. We are particularly desirous of embracing
opportunities that have arisen in the midst of current challenges.
The Budget1
While MSU is facing significant environmental pressures (declining state support, a
shrinking service region, etc.), rapidly increasing tuition rates have ensured robust budget
growth over the course of the last decade. Between 2006-07 and 2015-16, MSU’s actual
E&G revenues grew from $97,928,967 to $123,577,080. (E&G revenues are expected to
grow further, to $127,231,150 in the 2017-18 institutional budget.) Unfortunately, new
revenues have not been allocated to support the institution’s primary purpose, which is
academic instruction. In fact, MSU has reduced instructional expenditures, both in
absolute and budget-proportionate terms, over the course of the last decade. Between
2006-07 and 2015-16, spending on instruction (as a functional category) fell from
$42,461,358 to $41,765,129 (and is expected to fall to $37,856,307 in 2017-18); in
budget-proportionate terms, instructional spending fell from 47.2% to 33.9% of E&G
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Faculty Senate as a body, and members of the Executive Council in particular, have been working
diligently to gain understanding of the budget and engage in meaningful conversation regarding the
financial challenges MSU faces. Although faculty senators and members of the Executive Council learned
a great deal in our conversations with the administration in the past several years, communication has been
complicated by terminological and data confusion. Faculty take full ownership of initial
misunderstandings. We had to be educated on the difference between opening budgets and audited
financial summaries, as well as the distinctions among varieties of spending (e.g., discretionary v. nondiscretionary, earmarked v. general). Once in possession of such understanding, we tasked the Issues
committee of the Senate with budget analysis (something it has been analyzing for two years now) and
worked with the AAUP to bring in a knowledgeable speaker who could explain budgets and budgeting to
the campus community. This short overview is a result of those efforts, and it details concerns about the
instructional budget at MSU.
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outlays over the same period (and is expected to fall further, to 31.1% this year according
to the 2017-18 budget).

Data source: institutional financial summaries and 2016-17 institutional budget.
The downward trajectory in the last two years is a consequence of the institution’s recent
“budget reduction” strategies. The fact that instructional spending has been cut almost $5
million between 2015-16 and the 2017-18 academic year (from $42.7 million to an
expected $37.9 million this budget year) is not fully reflected in the graphic above. Note
that this most recent reduction in instructional funding exceeds the reduction in MSU’s
state appropriation (down $2.3 million) over the same period. In other words, MSU has
cut $2 from the instructional budget for every $1 the state has cut from our overall
appropriation (even though MSU has raised tuition rates aggressively).
Declining support for instruction (and academic affairs broadly) – including faculty
strength and compensation, faculty research and professional development,
administrative support/capacity within Academic Affairs, classrooms and faculty
teaching resources, etc. – is one of the EC’s most urgent concerns as MSU transitions to a
new administration. The reason is simple: providing students with the opportunity to
succeed and excel at MSU requires that the institution attract and retain an accomplished
and engaged faculty, and it requires that faculty have the instructional resources and
support necessary to deliver and continuously improve high quality academic programs.
What is more, it will be difficult to push back against state-level decisions to cut public
funding for higher education if Morehead State, a regional public university, continues to
spend less than one third of its E&G revenue on instruction. In this, we are the outlier.
While Eastern Kentucky University and Murray State University both expect to spend
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considerably more on instruction than they receive from the state in 2017-18, MSU plans
to spend almost $4 million less on instruction than the value of its state appropriation.
State Appropriation

Instructional
Spending

2017-18

budgeted, 2017-18

Difference

% of KY appropriation
on instruction

Morehead State

$41,642,500.00

$37,856,307.00

$(3,786,193.00)

90.91%

Murray State
Eastern
Kentucky

$45,864,000.00

$60,018,844.00

$14,154,844.00

130.86%

$64,692,279.00

$91,235,635.00

$26,543,356.00

141.03%

Data source: 2017-18 institutional budgets.

Over time, instructional spending as a proportion of E&G outlays has remained stable (at
much higher levels than at MSU) at both Murray State and EKU.

Data source: institutional budgets.
The same data presented in “percentage change” terms, taking 2006-07 as the baseline,
highlights that MSU has cut instructional spending relative to the total E&G budget more
dramatically than in-state peer institutions.
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Data source: institutional budgets.

A look at spending on core university purposes (instruction, research, and libraries) at all
five Kentucky regional comprehensives reveals the same thing – that MSU spends less on
academics that its peers, and that MSU has dramatically reduced its spending in academic
areas over the course of the last administration.

Source: institutional budgets.
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Most concerning, perhaps, per pupil instructional spending has been falling steadily for
the last decade even though tuition rates at MSU have exploded. (Note that the graphic
below takes dual credit high school students out of the denominator, as the administration
prefers).

Data source: institutional financial summaries (using MSU’s adjusted enrollment
figures)

As a result, MSU spends less today per FTE on instruction than any of our in-state peers.
This is true when dual credit high school students are removed from the denominator for
MSU (thus “improving” our numbers by reducing our FTE count but keeping dual
enrollment figures for other institutions).
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Data source: institution budgets and CPE FTE enrollment figures.
However one looks at the data, then – in percentage terms, in absolute terms, in per pupil
terms, in comparison to other institutions, or over time – MSU’s support for instruction is
inadequate.

The opportunity of performance funding
The parameters of performance funding provide a unique opportunity to rebuild
Academic Affairs, even as we right-size the institution overall, as the legislation
necessarily highlights the academic success of students. The Executive Council
welcomes the chance to productively redefine what constitutes “student success” in the
era of performance funding because we know that MSU will be better able to retain
students, and meet progress and graduation goals, when the institution increases faculty
lines and starts filling interim positions in Academic Affairs.
While the entire university has an important role to play in improving student retention,
faculty believe the retention problem is most productively addressed in Academic Affairs,
by recruiting and retaining excellent faculty, by offering an array of robust programs, by
keeping classes small and our faculty-student ratio competitive, and by creating an
environment in which teaching excellence is recognized and rewarded. A thriving
Academic Affairs is also the best recruiting tool the institution can build; a happy and
committed faculty, at a high morale institution, is what it takes to enthuse students about
their major. Our students and alumni are our most important ambassadors. When they go
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back to their communities excited by the education they are receiving at MSU, they inspire
their siblings, neighbors, and friends to think about attending MSU.
It is no surprise that declining resources in Academic Affairs correlate with declining
retention rates and declining numbers of first time freshmen. While MSU’s retention rate
has fluctuated in recent years, the overall trend is negative according to IPEDS data.

Data source: IPEDS database.

What is particularly noteworthy, from our perspective, is the fact that that one of the biggest
drivers of declining resources in Academic Affairs has been the administration’s effort to
reduce the number of faculty, a reduction which has occurred at a time student credit hour
generation and student enrollment have been stable. This has led our student-faculty ratio
to creep upward, in contrast to in-state peers that have worked to keep their ratios stable.
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Data source: IPEDS database

Even though our student to faculty ratio was higher than in-state competitors in 2015, MSU
accelerated the elimination of faculty lines in the last two years, cutting dozens of faculty
positions, both vacant tenure/tenure-track lines and vacant (and filled) fixed-term instructor
lines. This means our faculty-student ratio will almost surely increase further when the
2016 and 2017 numbers are published. (Faculty concerns about MSU’s shrinking faculty,
and MSU’s failure to fund its faculty compensation plan, will be presented in fuller detail
once data for the 2016-17 academic year is available.)
Note that low student-faculty ratios are not only important to students’ classroom
experience and retention/progression/graduation rates; they are also an important driver of
institutional rankings and reputation (our U.S. News & World report ranking among
regional universities in the South has fallen 20 spots since 2011, from 52nd to 72nd), and
thereby affect our ability to recruit students from outside of our service region.
A rebuilt Academic Affairs will be better able to interface with the division of Student
Success, and aid in the important recruitment and retention work being done there, when
the entirety of institution is directed toward the academic success of students.

Shared academic governance
In the past two years, Senate has passed a number of resolutions, and many of these
resolutions have questioned or criticized administrative decisions. We resorted to public
pronouncements on the Senate floor because the existing governing structures, wherein
such questions (and potential articulations of dissent) could be voiced, were effectively
closed to us. To cite the most obvious example, we have a standing university
committee, called Planning, designed to oversee budgeting and budget priorities. The
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Senate duly appoints faculty members to serve allotted terms on this fully staffed
committee, but this cross-section of campus (faculty, administration, and staff are all
appointed or serve ex officio) has not been convened in recent memory. Similarly, we
have a Technology Advisory Board (TAB) that was created to review and approve
technological purchases. Because this Board has not been utilized for its intended
purpose (for example, it has no real knowledge or oversight of a $10 million IT project
that has been listed, but not itemized, in Board of Regent reports for years), there are calls
to dissolve it. Had these two existing committees been fully functioning, a majority of
what was debated on the Senate floor these past two years could have been discussed by
appointed representatives in the appropriate venue before a point of crisis, and faculty,
staff, and administration could have worked collaboratively to generate viable solutions
that meet the needs of the institution as a whole.
Every time we broached the issue of non-functioning university committees (such as
Planning or TAB) with the President, we had to explain that standing university
committees were not merely Senate committees, and note that the Senate’s oversight of
university committees extends only to the appointment of faculty members to set terms
on said committees. We are not empowered to unilaterally redirect, empanel, call or
order these committees. We also had to repeatedly assert that many of the President’s
proposed ad hoc solutions were unnecessary, as formal governance structures described
in official university policies allowed for the labor he wished performed. Moreover, as
the Executive Council has noted in its meetings with the President and Provost the past
two years, the Senate is more than willing to review existing committees and reorganize
structures to suit current needs so that the institution will no longer have to “work
around” or ignore established policy or procedure to proceed.
Admittedly, existing structures of governance could not have been disregarded and
subverted had the faculty been vigilant. We should have realized that our laxities in
Senate deliberation and record keeping abetted this erosion of shared governance. As the
Senate puts its house in order, we would like to signal our genuine desire to work with
the new administration to revitalize shared, academic governance.
The chance to restore order
In recent years, many unilateral administrative decisions have been made, and the
variance between these administrative actions and established policy and procedure has
caused significant problems for the institution, including legal and public relation woes
(like those that attended the original, unvetted furlough decision).
From 2014 on, members of the Executive Council of the Senate have made concerted
efforts to work within the existing rules and regulations of the university to render Senate
work more open and transparent and to engage with various constituencies and groups
across campus. When we have encountered obstacles that we cannot internally redress,
we have utilized the proper channels of communication in order to voice concerns and
seek aid. To cite a recent example, Senate is constitutionally obligated to survey faculty.
Following the advice of the President, we have officially requested (in both face-to-face
meetings and emails) that Senate be allowed to work with Institutional Research to revise
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and circulate the standard survey that had been utilized in years past, “Are We Making
Progress?.” Because the administration has yet to approve this request, Senate has not
been able to utilize the institutional survey instrument, but the members of Evaluations
found a way to meet Senate’s constitutionally mandated duty without violating UAR
331.01, which prohibits all faculty, including the leadership of the Senate, from mass
emailing faculty. In the Spring of 2017, the Senate distributed a provisional survey that
was hand delivered to faculty by Senators and is currently being tabulated by members of
the Evaluations Committee.
The Executive Council of the Senate wants to work with the new administration to
revitalize shared, academic governance on campus and, where necessary, improve our
policies and procedures to aid in university governance. (In addition to outlining a new
Diversity Committee and offering to help reconstitute Planning and TAB, the Executive
Council has also proposed a revised version of UAR 331.01 that would extend emailing
capabilities to select campus leaders, such as the Dean of the Graduate School, the Chairs
of Staff Congress and Faculty Senate).

Issues of Trust
There is a deficit of trust on campus, a deficit that has and will continue to undermine
collaboration and consensus. Senate, for its part, has been working to reestablish trust
with its constituents, and with the campus community in general, by making its decisionmaking processes more transparent. The greater openness of Senate documents and
communications (in addition to the ScholarWorks repository, Senate has an
organizational BlackBoard site, a Twitter feed, and more regular and robust
Communications Reports) has not only increased the body’s accountability; it has also
increased its credibility. Like any representative, decision-making body, the Senate is
subject to a fair amount of criticism, but, after years of seeking input and making
decisions as openly and as subject to scrutiny as they can be, the body is finally being
seen as an active agent that can productively intervene in university affairs. Similar
claims could be made about the 2014-2015 Self Study enacted by the Provost. It had its
fair share of detractors, but, because it followed a clear process that the Provost made as
open and as transparent as he was empowered to do, it was received much better than
previous studies, audits, and analyses, which did not follow a clear process or specify
particular or measurable outcomes that were actually (and consistently) realized. Trust is
being built in the Senate, slowly earned in academic studies, and relatively rapidly
established in the new division of Student Success because all of these areas are
endeavoring to work in the open, from clear, consistent and verifiable data, following
defined processes.
The benefits of consistent and seamless communication with the Board
A great deal of the mistrust faculty currently feel can be traced to administrative
communications with the Board. On numerous occasions, the administration has told
faculty one thing while telling the Board something else: figures and percentages have
varied, specific justifications for particular actions have differed, and even facts
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themselves have undergone modification (as the Board was once told that the faculty
received a survey with specific survey questions that did not comport with the actual
survey questions the faculty received). Perhaps related to this fact, or perhaps in
consequence of other factors of which the Executive Council is not aware, the Senate has
received some communications from the Board that do not, in their particulars, fully
mesh with institutional histories that Senate can fully document or agreements that Senate
has codified in official Senate documents. This has caused a great deal of distrust and
erected unfortunate barriers among important groups (faculty, the administration, and the
Board) that should be working in concert with one another to aid the institution.
Although recent administrative and Board actions have heightened tensions (see the coda
on the following page), and helped create a scenario that will have to be carefully
diffused, the presence of a new university President, a new Faculty Regent, and a new
Student Regent on the Board offers the campus community a chance to “reset” its
relationship with the Board and inaugurate an era wherein communication is clear and
consistent both within the university itself and in transit to the external members of the
Board. Senate leadership is committed to continuing its presence at Board meetings and,
when called upon, directly engaging in communication with Board members. The
Executive Council is also fully prepared to work more collaboratively with our new
Faculty and Student Regents, and with the current Staff Regent, to ensure that the Board
is given the information it needs protect the institution while its enables the academic
success of our students.
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Coda: why the recent vote on a revised PAc-26 eroded faculty trust
Faculty understand that the landscape of higher education is changing, but they frankly
do not know how they may be able to help the institution navigate this changing
landscape when they themselves are bound by disputable or erroneous claims that they
are unable to clarify or correct in official institutional records. Nowhere is this more
evident than in the recent passage of a revised PAc-26. Obviously, faculty are not in
favor of a policy that effectively negates tenure (and, in so doing, appears to be out of
compliance with state statute), but the concern we would like to outline here is the
demoralizing effect of protean administrative assertions that takes great liberties with
clearly documentable events and drafts. On more than one occasion, the Board of
Regents has been given an overview of either work regarding the revision of PAc-26, or
descriptions of particular versions of PAc-26, that misrepresent either the process that led
to the final work product or the final work product itself. At no point during these
overviews were faculty familiar with the processes or drafts empowered to publicly
correct the misrepresentations. Interestingly enough, the greatest trouble began right at
the moment it appeared, from a faculty perspective, that there would be productive
compromise and collaboration. In September of 2016, the Provost and the Chair of the
Board of Regents brokered a deal to delay the final approval of a revised PAc-26. The
Chair of Senate conveyed the particulars of this compromise on the Senate floor, at a
meeting where the Provost was present, and these particulars were recorded in both the
Senate Chair’s email to the Senate and official Senate communication reports. Shortly
after this deal was brokered, members of the faculty and an administrative team began
work on revision under the fairly liberal guidelines that the Senate Chair had articulated
on the Senate floor. During the course of the Spring 2017 term, though, these guidelines
began to change, as both the faculty and administrative teams were now to work within
parameters that had not been originally outlined (such as the directive to start with the
administrative version of PAc-26 and the imposition of an end date for work—parameters
that were the obverse of what Senate had been told in September of 2016). Following
administrative advice, the faculty team and Senate agreed to continue reconciliation
work, on a provisional draft, all in the hopes that there would be a return to the more
liberal guidelines articulated in the original agreement. This was not the case. The draft,
which all members of the reconciliation team had defined, in a closed reconciliation
committee meeting, as a “working draft” that was only being provided to demonstrate a
“good faith effort,” was now presented, by the administration, as “as good a document as
we could hope to produce,” and put forward for final approval because the administration
did not see how further time would improve it. While a faculty member from the
reconciliation team was allowed to speak at the May 11th Board of Regent’s meeting and
state the faculty’s firm belief that this was a “working draft,” at no point was any faculty
member able to outline the documentable sequence of events for this work or articulate
how the parameters of the compromise, as faculty had understood them, and outlined
them in public and accessible Senate documents, had changed. The narrative provided by
the administration at the Board meeting, a narrative that did not comport with the
agreements outlined (and recorded) on the Senate floor and offered in committee
meetings, became the “official record” and effectively negated faculty understandings
and agreements.

ACADEMIC PROGRAM REVIEW, 2021-22

CIP CODE: ______

PROGRAM NAME: ____________________

Please meet as a program and review the data that has been provided for you, then respond in the box on the right to each prompt. Terms and definitions for
each piece of data has been provided. Be thoughtful about the strategies you plan when reflecting upon these data, and be prepared to report on their success
going forward.
ENROLLMENT
1. a. Using the Fall headcount data that has
been provided, describe enrollment
patterns for the program over the past
five years.
b. ACTION PLAN:
What specific strategies, if any, does the
program have planned for continuous
improvement in the area of enrollment
(i.e., what are the strategies, who will be
responsible for implementing them,
etc.)? What resources does the program
need to implement these strategies?

Strategy

Responsible Party

Resources Needed

Strategy

Responsible Party

Resources Needed

Note: Because MSU will need to focus more in the
future on enrollment of adult learners, also include
specific strategies that will support increasing the
number of adult learners in your program.

DEGREE COMPLETION
2. a. Using degrees conferred and graduation
rates (initial cohort) data that has been
provided, describe degree production
patterns for the program over the past
five years.
b. ACTION PLAN:
What strategies, if any, does the
program have planned to improve
degree completion rates, especially
among the initial cohort, and who will be
responsible for implementing the
strategies? What resources does the
program need to implement these
strategies?
PROGRAM PRODUCTIVITY/EFFICIENCY

3.

a.

Using the student credit hour production
data that was provided, describe the
patterns of student credit hour
generation for the program across the
past five years.
b. Using the SCH per FTE production data
that was provided, describe the patterns
of program efficiency across the past five
years.
c. Using the Faculty FTE data that was
provided, describe the patterns of
faculty support for the program across
the past five years.
d. ACTION PLAN:
What strategies, if any, does the
program have planned to enhance
program productivity/efficiency and who
will be responsible for implementing the
strategies? What resources does the
program need to implement these
strategies?
FIRST-YEAR RETENTION
4. a. Using 1st year retention rates (initial
cohort) data that was provided, describe
first-year retention patterns for the
program over the past five years.
b. ACTION PLAN:
What strategies, if any, does the
program have planned to improve firstyear retention, especially among the
initial cohort, and who will be
responsible for implementing the
strategies? What resources does the
program need to implement these
strategies?
EQUITY
5. a. Using data on 1st year retention rates for
the program for low income vs. non-low
income, underrepresented minority vs.

Strategy

Responsible Party

Resources Needed

Strategy

Responsible Party

Resources Needed

non-underrepresented minority, and first
generation vs. non-first generation
students, describe the extent to which
the program has equitable first-year
retention rates across all groups for the
past five years.
b. ACTION PLAN:
What strategies, if any, does the
program have planned to improve equity
in first-year retention rates and who will
be responsible for implementing the
strategies? What resources does the
program need to implement these
strategies?
c. Using data on 6-year graduation rates
for the program for low income vs. notlow income, underrepresented minority
vs. non-underrepresented minority, and
first generation vs. not-first generation
students, describe the extent to which
the program has equitable graduation
rates across all groups for the past five
years.
d. ACTION PLAN:
What strategies, if any, does the
program have planned to improve equity
in graduation rates and who will be
responsible for implementing the
strategies? What resources does the
program need to implement these
strategies?
PROGRAM SCORECARD ANALYSIS
6. a. Using the Gray Associates program
scorecard, summarize the program’s
student demand, competitive intensity,
employment landscape, and degree fit
metrics.
b. ACTION PLAN:
What continuous improvement

Strategy

Responsible Party

Resources Needed

Strategy

Responsible Party

Resources Needed

Strategy

Responsible Party

Resources Needed

strategies, if any, does the program have
planned to improve its fit with student
demand and employment trends and
who will be responsible for
implementing the strategies? What
resources does the program need to
implement these strategies?
c. ACTION PLAN:
Are there continuous improvement
strategies that the program has planned
to better position itself in the
competitive market? If so, describe the
strategies and who will be responsible
for implementing them. What resources
does the program need to implement
these strategies?
OUTCOMES ASSESSMENT
7. a. Briefly summarize the program’s
assessment results (i.e., for program
objectives/SLOs) over the past five years.

Strategy

Responsible Party

Resources Needed

Strategy

Responsible Party

Resources Needed

Strategy

Responsible Party

Resources Needed

NOTE: This summary should be based on results from
assessments conducted by the program during the
annual assessment process.

8.

b. ACTION PLAN:
What strategies are planned for
improving student attainment of
program objectives and who will be
responsible for implementing the
strategies? What resources does the
program need to implement these
strategies?
a. Describe outcome data for your
program’s graduates (i.e., job placement
rates, graduate or professional school
admissions).
b. ACTION PLAN:
What strategies does the program have
for improving graduate outcomes and
who will be responsible for
implementing them? Or, if your

program does not have graduate
outcome data, describe your plan to
gather it going forward (i.e., how will
you obtain the information, who will
have responsibility for doing so, etc.).
What resources does the program need
to implement these strategies?
PROGRAM REVIEW OUTCOMES
9.
Provide the names of the faculty who
participated in this Academic Program
Review process.
To be completed by the faculty involved in the
10.
Review process:

Based on the data considered through
this Academic Program Review, how
does the faculty believe the program
should be classified? Why?
11.

Rationale/Classification:
____ YES
____ NO

To be completed by the Dean:

Does the college Dean concur with the
faculty’s classification based on this
program review? Why or Why not? If
not, what classification does the Dean
believe is more appropriate?
13.

GROW
SUSTAIN
FIX
SUNSET

To be completed by the Chair/Associate Dean:

Does the Department Chair or Associate
Dean concur with the faculty’s
classification based on this program
review? Why or Why not? If not, what
classification does the Chair/Associate
Dean believe is more appropriate?
12.

Rationale/Classification:
____
____
____
____

Rationale/Classification:
____ YES
____ NO

To be completed by the Provost:

Does the Provost concur with the
faculty’s classification based on this
program review? Why or Why not? If
not, what classification does the Dean
believe is more appropriate?

Rationale/Classification:
____ YES
____ NO

